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Team Chenbro to Demo New Products at Computex 
 

Taipei, Taiwan, 28 May 2004 - Chenbro Micom Co. Ltd., 
the world’s leading provider of chassis solutions, announced 
today that Team Chenbro (http://www.teamchenbro.com) will be 
live in person at Computex to demonstrate Chenbro’s 
exciting new gaming/enthusiast products. Team Chenbro is 
comprised of ‘real world’ gamers who love to compete 
against other gamers in LAN party events across North 
America.  Team Chenbro will be gaming live on four locally 
networked, high-end gaming systems to demonstrate how 
well Chenbro’s products meet the specifications of highly 

competitive, real world gamers. Team Chenbro will be gaming with the latest PC games 
each day at Chenbro’s booth, located in TWTC: Hall 1 – Booths 508, 510, 508D, and 510D. 
 
Team Chenbro to Use State-of-the-Art Gaming Rigs at Computex: 
 
Team Chenbro will spend four high energy days at Computex using Chenbro’s 
next-generation product offerings and will be gaming on four custom-built, high-end and 
state-of-the-art systems designed by Chenbro to meet the demands of today’s elite PC 
gamers.  Along with Chenbro’s partners, Abit, AMD, Intel, Kingston, and Razer, Team 
Chenbro will provide live demonstrations of Chenbro’s enthusiast/gaming products, and 
visitors to the Chenbro booth will get a first-hand view of the considerably measurable 
advantage these products provide over the competition.  
 
According to Maggi Chen, C.E.O. of Chenbro Micom Co. Ltd., bringing Team Chenbro to 
Computex was important. “Having our gaming team in person at Computex to demonstrate 
and promote our new products is a natural progression for Chenbro.  Chenbro’s new 
product line focuses on the gaming/enthusiast market space, and it is logical and important 
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that other gamers and enthusiasts see our products in the hands of real PC gamers who can 
push the limits of these products to the extreme. This is the first time a chassis manufacturer 
has held a mini-LAN-Party within their booth at Computex, and Chenbro is excited to be able 
to break new ground in this area. Gaming is about fun as well as attitude, and it takes skill to 
be able to demonstrate the benefits of our products and how they can improve the 
performance of gamers.” 
 
Team Chenbro Coordinator, Adam “Qlueless“ (his gaming handle) Carter, agrees:  “We are 
excited as a team to have the opportunity to attend Computex, as well as an opportunity to 
show the world the exciting new Chenbro products that we provided direct input into during 
their design process. Team Chenbro played an important role in product development and 
engineering processes, and we are honored to have been a part of the process during 
creation of these products.  We are also very proud of the final products, and we can’t wait 
for other gamers and enthusiasts to experience what these new products from Chenbro 
have to offer!  Not only do they make a gamer’s life easier, but they can also improve 
gaming performance. What more could you ask for?” 
 
After their appearance at Computex, Team Chenbro will be present at multiple LAN parties 
held across North America throughout the remainder of 2004. (Latest LAN Party event 
information can always be found on Team Chenbro’s Web Site, 
http://www.teamchenbro.com. The Team will continue to provide design direction and ‘real 
world’ input from these events to Chenbro and its product engineers to ensure that Chenbro 
continues to deliver “best in class” gaming products. Team Chenbro is committed to its 
significant part in Chenbro’s “Designed by Gamers for Gamers!” philosophy that governs 
the development of each and every gaming and enthusiast product. You can visit and 
interact with Team Chenbro directly on their Web site.  Just surf over to 
http://www.teamchenbro.com . 

 

NOTE TO EDITORS:  
Chenbro Micom Co. Ltd. is a leading chassis and accessory solution provider headquartered in Taipei, Taiwan, with sales offices located 
in North America, Europe, Mainland China P.R.C. and Japan. Chenbro has three production factories located in Taiwan R.O.C. and 
P.R.C.  With over 20 years of manufacturing know-how, Chenbro specializes in the development of mechanical solutions, including PC 
cases, server cases and rack-mount chassis. With its main focus on engineering and innovative features, Chenbro launched the world's 
first tower chassis and the innovative removable motherboard tray into the market place. Chenbro is an ISO9001 certified company that 
consistently delivers high-quality products through its highly disciplined product design and manufacturing processes.  As the holder of 
over 300 patents for I.D. design and mechanical engineering, Chenbro clearly is, and will continue to be, a strong force in the chassis 
arena. 
 


